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Abstract
A sketch by Dürer’s own hand, recently found by the author, elucidates the measures of the truncated rhombo-
hedron.
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Zusammenfassung
Eine kürzlich vom Autor gefundene Skizze Dürers wirft ein neues Licht auf die Gestalt des abgestumpften
Rhomboeders.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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The discussion of the kind of the polyhedron in A. Dürer’s engraving Melencolia I from 1514 has
been going on for more than 100 years. Weber [1900] already reports a rhombohedron with truncated
poles. It is true that the polyhedron is such a solid, but its two free parameters are undetermined up today.
Schreiber [1999] makes the hypothesis that Dürer had intended to construct a polyhedron, around which
it would be possible to draw a circumsphere, which contacts all of the 12 polyhedron corners. It is known
that this is possible, e.g., for the Platonic and Archimedean solids. Schreiber further reports an angle of
72◦ for the rhombs, i.e., the rhombohedron angle. By these two conditions the two free parameters of the
solid are fixed.
On the other hand, Schröder [1980] shows by the examination of the perspective proportions of the
solid a cross elevation with an outline in a quadratic form; additionally this square can be reduced to a
4× 4 raster with 16 small quadratic cells. From these two conditions results a ratio of the length m of the
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12 H. Weitzel / Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 11–14short horizontal diagonal to the length n of the long diagonal, vertical to the short diagonal, of an uncut
rhomb of m : n=√3 : 2; therefore, the rhomb angle is 81.8◦. Lynch [1982] comes to the same result by
a similar examination of the perspective. Richter [1957], before, shows the quadratic outline of the cross
elevation with the height H of the truncated rhombohedron equal to its width B (=m), H = B , but he
does not find the 4× 4 raster with 16 quadratic cells. Further he finds m : n= 5 : 6, corresponding to an
angle of 79.6◦.
One can try to combine these points of view. MacGillavry [1981] can determine the rhomb angle
by measuring two lengths on the engraving that are not distorted by perspective, i.e., the height c of
the untruncated rhombohedron and the length a of the rhombs. She finds an angle of 79± 1◦. Because
Schreiber [1999] does not give a reference for how the angle of 72◦ had been found, it can be changed.
Further we can weaken Schröder’s [1980] strong condition of 4 × 4 quadratic cells by the weaker
condition that only the height H is equal to the width B of the cross elevation without the quadratic form
of the 16 small cells, as found by Richter [1957]; in both cases the rhomb angle becomes a free parameter.
For the rhomb angle of 79 ± 1◦, one finds by elementary calculations, where ri is the radius of an
inner circumsphere around the six corners in the middle height of the solid and ra is the radius of an
outer circumsphere of the six corners of the basal and the top triangles, the following relations:
H : B = 1 with ri : ra = 0.938 and H : B = 1.19 with ri : ra = 1,
respectively. Therefore, for the angle of 79◦ a contradiction exists between both points of view. Of course
one can meet both conditions H = B and ri = ra together, but only for another angle. In this case an
angle of 66.9◦ results, a value far from the observed angle of 79± 1◦. To go back to the angle of 72◦ and
ri = ra from Schreiber [1999] is no solution; the resulting ratio H : B = 1.10 would be acceptable, but
this angle is not observed. Therefore, it seems necessary to cancel Schreiber’s condition of an existing
circumsphere, because it is not proved—unless one accepts a tolerance of 3% up and down for only a
single circumsphere with an radius averaged over the above two radii. The second possibility, to cancel
the condition H = B , seems to be a problem, because it is reported by three authors independently
[Richter, 1957; Schröder, 1980; Lynch, 1982].
Looking for a solution of this puzzle, the author found a sketch by Dürer’s own hand from “about
1510.” Here the announced further hypothesis: This sketch, see Fig. 1 on the top left, represents a side
plane of the truncated rhombohedron of Dürer’s Melencolia I. The sketch is kept at the Stadtbibliothek
Nürnberg, Cent. V. App. 34aa, fol. 128b; it is shown by Rupprich [1969], Abb. 265, in Tafel 79. The
polygon is shown twice on this sheet, one sketch on the top right made by dividers and hand and one
sketch on the top left made by dividers and ruler.
Two other sketches of this sheet represent the Archimedean solids (3,6,6) and (3,5,3,5), as Hofmann
[1971] stated. The sketch below right seems to be an attempt to construct an Archimedean solid (3,5,5),
which does not exist. As Dürer wrote, “Daz ist awff getzogen,” it is shown as an elevation. The next
solid above, i.e., the Archimedean solid (3,6,6), is shown as a ground plane, and accordingly Dürer
wrote, “Daz leit jm nider getruckten grunt” (transcriptions by Rupprich [1969]). The next one seems to
be the Archimedean solid (3,5,3,5). The sketch on the top is not a solid, but the irregular pentagon of
the Melencolia I. This sketch contains only lines that also exist in the sketch of the solid (3,5,3,5) below
it. So we can see, how Dürer developed the outline of the pentagon by coming from this Archimedean
solid. His intention was to construct the Archimedean solid (3,5,5); the result was the polyhedron of the
Melencolia I.
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By means of these two sketches of the pentagon we can first determine the angle of the cut rhomb
to 79.5 ± 0.5◦ and second establish that this polygon possesses a circumcircle. The angle is the same
as MacGillavry found and therefore her value is excellently verified. If this polygon represents the cut
rhomb of the truncated rhombohedron of the Melencolia I, this solid is constructed of 8 polygons all
14 H. Weitzel / Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 11–14having a circumcircle. This result should confirm Schreiber’s [1999] hypothesis of a circumsphere of
the solid. Therefore it seems necessary to redetermine the outline of the cross elevation by examinating
the perspective circumstances of the complete engraving by modern numerical methods to find the exact
measures of the solid in order to test the former attempts by geometrical methods.
Note added in proof
The page number fol. 128b of Rupprich [1969] is to be corrected to fol. 127 (red page numbering). To
avoid further confusion, this page, i.e. Fig. 1, has now been numbered as fol. 127v by the Stadtbibliothek
Nürnberg.
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